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#OTalk @OTalk_
Well Its 8pm which means one thing.. can you guess? #OTalk time. Tonight's topic is ‘Pride’: what LGBTQIA+ progress within occupational therapy can we celebrate?
hosted by @LGBTQIAOTUK its @PaulWilkinson94 on @OTalk_ account support tonight. Say hello,let us know you're here. https://t.co/SEMm1vPHLN

#OTalk @OTalk_
Don't worry if you are new to #OTalk - if you get lost or need guidance during the hour I’m here to help. Just message this account directly using @OTalk_
https://t.co/jAWdpKGBOW

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
RT @DrMattFinch: @OTalk_ tonight is about improving LGBTQIA+ and Gender Representation in occupational therapy - you can read the blog here…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hi everyone! My brain is tired today and my words are slow but it feels good to be back, and discussing this important
topic. #OTalk

Paul Wilkinson @PaulWilkinson94
RT @OTalk_: Well Its 8pm which means one thing.. can you guess? #OTalk time. Tonight's topic is ‘Pride’: what LGBTQIA+ progress within occu…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Hello all you beautiful people #OTalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hey #OTalk !

Avon by Nolte  @nolte_garry
RT @OT_rach: Who is joining us for tonight’s #otalk with @LGBTQIAOTUK and @PaulWilkinson94 on the @OTalk_ account tonight first time suppor…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OT_rach @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 @OTalk_ #OTalk lurking tonight

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@OT_rach @OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Me!!!! I’m so excited!!! #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Dropping in for a while - got another call at 8:30pm #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hi from wet South Wales #OTalk https://t.co/eUvo7c48h3

#OTalk @OTalk_
Don't forget house rules guys, you know the drill. Please ensure you are following RCOT and HCPC standards. #OTalk https://t.co/PVs7rLyPT6

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@OT_Jim @OT_rach @PaulWilkinson94 @OTalk_ Oh I'm sure you will join in, Jim #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
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@LGBTQIAOTUK Hello, hello, hello! #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK @OT_rach @PaulWilkinson94 @OTalk_ #OTalk well the odds are high..

Eva Eastman (she/her)  @EvaEastmanOT
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hello! I’m in deadline mode so don’t feel I have a lot to contribute tonight but will be lurking in the background "  
#studentlife

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @OTalk_: Well Its 8pm which means one thing.. can you guess? #OTalk time. Tonight's topic is ‘Pride’: what LGBTQIA+ progress within occu…

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Hello all you beautiful people #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
And finally.. the most important bit to remember guys.. make sure you include those #OTalk hashtags. I will be watching! https://t.co/qkB5x4M49r

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
@OTalk_ #otalk https://t.co/BRF9TtThME

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hello all. Not sure I'll be able to join all tonight's #OTalk combined with my other commitments but I'll be giving it a go $

#OTalk @OTalk_
Ok.. I think its time I pass over to @LGBTQIAOTUK to start us off with the first question. #OTalk enjoy everyone! https://t.co/ukg10ZmsQG

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@OT_rach @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 @OTalk_ Prioritising a swim over another hour in front of a screen this evening, but planning to catch up later ! 

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@OTalk_ I have it on good authority that @musedNeuroOT will sprinkle glitter into your carpets if you don't #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
Howdy partners ' #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT omg that is WAY better than the #OTalk naughty step I used to place people on.

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Thank you. First Question: What did you find from the pre-chat challenge? What is your reaction to this (and did you carry out the task last time)? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1 #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT #otalk ( ) (

Jayne *  @WhoaaTheOTOT
Ay up OT peeps! + #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
People appear to be using the hashtag! #OTALK https://t.co/xJf77s1jg8

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hi everyone! Possibly just a lurker tonight. We’ll see how we go #otalk https://t.co/6tCZzCcOrU
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#OTalk @OTalk_
@OT_rach Yey #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @OTalk_ I have it on good authority that @musedNeuroOT will sprinkle glitter into your carpets if you don't #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
The 1st question of tonights #OTalk is out! What do you guys think?

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk I completed the challenge last time & pleased to see more on RCOT website this year. Still pretty sparse but it’s a good start.

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@GeekyOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT #OTalk stereotypes being used? But then again odds on most of us have glitter near to hand…

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@OTalk_ #otalk non presence - nothing, practically nada! Invisibility ,

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
@LGBTQIAOTUK Found last years LGBT history month post on RCOT. And found it during last #OTalk challenge…Couldn’t see this year’s history month info
though……..

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
@LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT #otalk https://t.co/qNAsVkZsRT

Jaffa Parks @jaffaparks
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Evening ! #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Just a reminder: We have a challenge for you before the chat. Pop the word ‘transgender’ and the acronym ‘LGBT’ into any of the occupational therapy professional
bodies’ web pages (also think beyond the usual suspects) and the physiotherapy ones e.g. CSP. #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: @OT_rach Yey #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
Hey everyone excited for tonight :) #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT I've got 3 colours of glitter within arms reach right now... -  #OTalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@LGBTQIAOTUK I didn't do it last time but was pleased to see a fair amount of info on the @AOTAInc website. #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Anything stood out for you? #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OT_rach #OTalk hope this isn’t the equivalent to saying it’s quiet on the ward…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@OT_Jim @GeekyOT @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT @musedNeuroOT is a cliche #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@GeekyOT @OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ @musedNeuroOT I have glitter and a glue gun on my kitchen table right now! Things might get wild #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@sherlynmelody @OTalk_ We really need a button to express dissatisfaction #OTalk
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Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@OTalk_ #otalk I was not involved before. But completed the task and was actually surprised at the outcome of my search . nada! 2 things came up!

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@LGBTQIAOTUK I did only a quick check on @theRCOT website and found that it returned search results.... which I know from having done it before for the previous
#OTalk on this topic is different to previous when it was zero results.

Carolina C /  @colourful_ot
@LGBTQIAOTUK I'm always recommending @AOTInews's LGBT best practice guidance to people but not sure if @theRCOT have an equivalent 0  #OTalk

Carolina C /  @colourful_ot
@LGBTQIAOTUK @AOTInews @theRCOT https://t.co/H78NPFkUwF #OTalk

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I only found things posted during times when it was expected to post (e.g. Pride, LGBT History Month) and even then it’s patchy 1  #Otalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hello everyone ! Lurking tonight #otalk https://t.co/dNJEVg1SZb

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT It is better than before but there is still lots of room for more progress. It's been encouraging to see @LGBTQIAOTUK and @theRCOT
working together. #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk knowing there wasn’t much I decided to check the youth organisation I support, lots more there! Really impressed with how well they are
engaged in Trans awareness

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@jwot77 @AOTAInc Is there anything that particularly stands out for you? #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk non existence. If I was looking for info for research I’d have to stick to google ,

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I’ll be honest I’ve just read the blog so didn’t do lots of exploring- I found a blog on RCOT by the fabulous @hspenceruk. My reaction is that a lot of to
content is new driven by you which is great love your work. But it’s ashame stuff like this is only just being done. #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @sherlynmelody: @OTalk_ #otalk I was not involved before. But completed the task and was actually surprised at the outcome of my search…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@LGBTQIAOTUK It was good to see more on there but it was from last year. I think there’s been so much progress recently but maybe not captured on the website
#OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
@LGBTQIAOTUK I tried @thewfot #otalk https://t.co/q0ToGIvGoK

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @AOTAInc There is a group on Facebook that may be of interest to others. They are a coliation of mostly American OTs and but are very
active in terms of thier response to AOTA. #OTalk https://t.co/rRq1gDOEoG

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
#OTalk q1 shocked at how little content is on the websites. We need to change this. https://t.co/IlYih2THZf

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@sue_kot @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @AOTAInc Oh yes, @AOTInews are definitely further ahead in relation to this area and have some good resources. #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Have people noticed the dates of the content i.e. the year? #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@colourful_ot @LGBTQIAOTUK @AOTInews @theRCOT #otalk I have often looked at BASW to get ideas for things. As OT lacks in lots of places. Long way to go. In
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my lifetime?? Maybe but I doubt it?!

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @sue_kot @theRCOT I wonder if there’ll be a second tweet sometime this month… so much suspense2  #Otalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@LGBTQIAOTUK On OT Australia only 1 result. Relating to mental health forum mentioning one persons presentation on inclusivity. #otalk

AOTI @AOTInews
RT @colourful_ot: @LGBTQIAOTUK I'm always recommending @AOTInews's LGBT best practice guidance to people but not sure if @theRCOT have an e…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
So what has @theRCOT posted this year for LGBTQ+ History Month? Anyone noticed? #OTalk #LGBTHM22

AOTI @AOTInews
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @sue_kot @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @AOTAInc Oh yes, @AOTInews are definitely further ahead in relation to this area and have so…

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
There’s nowhere near as much content as I would hope to see on @theRCOT website and mostly specific to pride/history month events when it’s expected #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Have people noticed the dates of the content i.e. the year? #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
@LGBTQIAOTUK @sherlynmelody @OTalk_ #otalk https://t.co/iDkCopLDNM

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Rehab Professionals @rehabprof
RT @OTalk_: Ok.. I think its time I pass over to @LGBTQIAOTUK to start us off with the first question. #OTalk enjoy everyone! https://t.c…

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT One tweet saying it’s LGBT History Month and mixing up @LGBTQIAOTUK and their own LGBTQIA+ steering group that hasn’t formed
yet 3  #Otalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
This is really good to hear. Trans and non-binary awareness is really crucial at this time #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@LGBTQIAOTUK Most of it 2021 #OTalk

Rehab Professionals @rehabprof
RT @OTalk_: Well Its 8pm which means one thing.. can you guess? #OTalk time. Tonight's topic is ‘Pride’: what LGBTQIA+ progress within occu…

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT There's an article in OT News and it's all over the front cover 4  #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Let's move on to Q2: How do you feel you provide colleagues and clients with safe spaces to live authentically? Are there any commitments to LGBTQIA+ needs within
your workplace setting? #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @EvaEastmanOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT One tweet saying it’s LGBT History Month and mixing up @LGBTQIAOTUK and their own LGBTQIA+ steering…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @RobW_OT: @LGBTQIAOTUK Most of it 2021 #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2 #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT Have you got a picture? Unfortunately I don’t receive OTN anymore #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk as an ally I hope I do, mainly on relying on friends to ensure we are providing safe networks and spaces, without segregation or pushing
people out

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk q2 make more space to listen than u talk.

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I am a member of @SBNHSLGBT in my organisation. There has been good support of staff networks. #OTalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@GeekyOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT No pic, sorry - only saw it online @theRCOT website so far. Still waiting on the print copy coming #OTalk

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT First time I’ve seen it! #Otalk https://t.co/hUDVH9qBOm

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@LGBTQIAOTUK I work for myself and so far have preferred pronouns and just showing acceptance. Something I want to add more to my practice though. Interested in
what others are doing. #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk one huge change for me was stepping away from the military approach of calling everyone lads or guys…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@sherlynmelody @colourful_ot @AOTInews @theRCOT Has this been more successful? #OTalk

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
RT @EvaEastmanOT: @GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT First time I’ve seen it! #Otalk https://t.co/hUDVH9qBOm

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @SamOTantha: @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @AOTAInc There is a group on Facebook that may be of interest to others. They are a coliation of most…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@OTalk_ #OTalk I think when we are our authentic selves in work we encourage others to be too. This can be empowering.

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@EvaEastmanOT @GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT Can I get this outside the UK? #otalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk I’ve found being myself always helps. Re:Colleagues not showing judgement asking questions/listening. Clients: I don’t think I’ve met any. My
org have put on lots of diversity & inclusion events/meetings etc.

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@GeorgiaVineOT @hspenceruk If you check the date was it very recent? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Don’t forget those #OTalk hashtags guys! https://t.co/hVMLtRFBMq

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LGBTQIAOTUK big challenge I had when practicing was that EMR systems don’t allow for identifiers such as non binary or names & gender only reflect biological sex.
To try & ensure a person I was working with was addressed correctly, I put an alert on but this felt -ve not affirmative. #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk 5  my weak area!
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Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@JasminLaffy @EvaEastmanOT @GeekyOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT If you're a member of @theRCOT you can see it online. #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I hope that I can provide a safe space! And there is an LGBTQIA+ network at work I think it may be LGBTQ+ though which obviously should include all
the full acronym but don’t quote me #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
@JasminLaffy @EvaEastmanOT @GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT You get it as part of your @theRCOT membership. Unsure if you can purchase
outside of this but @OTnews will be able to help you there. #otalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK I struggle with this too it seemed to be a thing I picked up from America starting every intro as hey guys! Not inclusive but also I annoyed
myself doing it )  #OTalk

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
@LGBTQIAOTUK There is an LGBTQ staff network in my workplace, although it’s not esp functional. My colleagues in OT team are hugely supportive and three of us- 1
lesbian, 2 allies- are challenging the heteronormativity of what we teach. #otalk I reckon me being ‘ out in the classroom helps…

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT It doesn’t say on the cover that it’s written by @LGBTQIAOTUK members, which I feel is misleading. Like
@theRCOT claiming credit for this representation. Just flicked through online and there’s no mention other than this article #Otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
Small things like wearing a rainbow lanyard or badge can seem trite but a recent staff story showed the impact it can have on people afraid to come out in work. 

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK I know a lot of the private EMR systems have updated to allow preferred names and pronouns. Unfortunately usually the hospital and
public systems lag behind #otalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@EvaEastmanOT @GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT Ooo ❤ ❤  this haven’t seen it yet! #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@OT_Jim @musedNeuroOT tells me that he sometimes calls groups of people 'guys' too and needs to check his behaviour - it happens less frequently now #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I use pronouns on my email signature and noticed (so far, I’m in a new role) that a lot do I feel like the importance of pronouns are still needed to be
promoted at regional events #OTalk

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
@sam_dewis what do you reckon? 7

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@JasminLaffy @LGBTQIAOTUK That’s good to hear I’ve nearly been out of clinical practice 9ms now so glad to here there are things moving in the right direction!
#OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @hspenceruk It was February 2021 #OTalk

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @OT_Jim @musedNeuroOT Also working on this one! #Otalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK I use pronouns on my email signature and noticed (so far, I’m in a new role) that a lot do I feel like the…

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@LGBTQIAOTUK By being authentic myself. If we cannot do that, we cannot expect others to do so either. We NEED to be our authentic selves and show no judgement
or biases towards others. Actions speak louder than words and being accepting of people whoever they are helps A LOT. #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@SamOTantha @OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk I use pet sometimes! 5

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
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@LGBTQIAOTUK @EDIWDerbyUni have been really helpful in my workplace context in driving visible commitments & actions across the wider university context.
Obviously we @DerbyOT are also extremely proud of @hspenceruk and have benefitted from their input to us. #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@sherlynmelody @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk I prefer that to Duck or Love!

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@GeorgiaVineOT You certainly understand how important it is to be a role model - and that all of us are role models #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
NEWSFLASH..... we are half way through already! #OTalk https://t.co/AbAH1zc7BR

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@OT_Jim @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk Oh Jim, I use duck 8  too 5

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@LGBTQIAOTUK @EDIWDerbyUni @DerbyOT @hspenceruk I think similar to @theRCOT though, more progress is needed and possible. #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK Would love to hear some of your ideas Sue. I am trying to do the same and have tried to include this in my case studies and also reading.
I’ve also been lucky that my mum who identifies as queer has also acted as a mini case study for the students #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @EvaEastmanOT: @GeekyOT @jwot77 @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT It doesn’t say on the cover that it’s written by @LGBTQIAOTUK members, which I fee…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @RobW_OT: Small things like wearing a rainbow lanyard or badge can seem trite but a recent staff story showed the impact it can have on…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. When I started, I saw colleagues like
@katieNHS_ wearing lanyards & being open about their identities. Gave me the courage to be “out” from day 1 #Otalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@EvaEastmanOT @GeekyOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT It mentions in the Editor's Note that it's @LGBTQIAOTUK's contributions. #OTalk.

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK Always learning from others is how to be a role model. All of us are role models indeed! #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @jwot77: @LGBTQIAOTUK By being authentic myself. If we cannot do that, we cannot expect others to do so either. We NEED to be our authen…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @jwot77: @LGBTQIAOTUK By being authentic myself. If we cannot do that, we cannot expect others to do so either. We NEED to be our authen…

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ Yes it has been a struggle for some students, I was gentle in my corrections but made a point to correct them each time the case
studies preferred pronoun wasn’t used. #OTalk

Danica @danicaOT1
RT @jwot77: @LGBTQIAOTUK By being authentic myself. If we cannot do that, we cannot expect others to do so either. We NEED to be our authen…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Please keep sharing but here is Q3: What actions have you taken to improve the lives and experiences of LGBTQIA+ populations? #OTalk

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@jwot77 @GeekyOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT Yes, and in the article itself, but the cover is a big deal. I’m from a marketing background and I would have never
allowed something that misleading myself 9  Not saying it was on purpose, just not thought through. #Otalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OT_Jim @sherlynmelody @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK I'm coming round to thinking folks is a good catch-all term and doesn't exclude anyone. Someone I know
uses friends but I find that too familiar. #OTalk

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
@SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK Small steps, basically. I recently gave a seminar on working with older LGBT people to 3rd years - only 4 out of 15 had had any
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teaching at school around queer issues..S28 has had its legacy..so we started with a timeline to contextualise . Message me! talk more o/s #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3 #OTalk

Katie Winstanley @katieNHS_
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

BHRUT Equality, Diversity & Inclusion Team @BHRUT_EDI
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
So, lecturers and practice educators... do you allow students to use 'they/them' in assignments and clinical notes where pronouns have not been asked? #OTalk

Lizzie Streeter @lizzietweeter
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk supporting the development of learning opportunities & sharing practice resources, making sure that simple things like organisational forms
and policies are inclusive of LGBTQIA+ people.

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
...and anyone been REALLY disruptive? Taken a risk? #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK It blows me away that a year ago, @LGBTQIAOTUK didn’t exist, and we didn’t have our monthly Connect meetings or a visible network. Milestones
like an @theRCOT steering group, Front cover of @OTnews, @hspenceruk on the conference plenary. So much progress in a year #OTalk

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@jwot77 @OT_Jim @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk ) (  Yes Jay!! Defo not friend. What about people? Do people say “Hey People how’s it going” Etc

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @GeekyOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK It blows me away that a year ago, @LGBTQIAOTUK didn’t exist, and we didn’t have our monthly Connect meetings or a…

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
RT @GeekyOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK It blows me away that a year ago, @LGBTQIAOTUK didn’t exist, and we didn’t have our monthly Connect meetings or a…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @EvaEastmanOT: @jwot77 @GeekyOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT Yes, and in the article itself, but the cover is a big deal. I’m from a marketing…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk yes! As well as using an individuals name in documentation rather than labels such as wife, husband or patient. It doesn’t take much to change
from “he/she did x” to “they did x”

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK Thankyou that’s great! Yes the impacts still linger today. Many people don’t factor in sexuality for older adults at all, but understanding also
the context that this had is pertinent. Great idea #OTalk

BHRUT LGBT+ Network @BHR_LGBT
Our wonderful network member Clarissa shares her story and the importance of LGBT+ visibility @BHRUT_NHS. : #TheFutureIsVisible

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @OT_Jim: @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk yes! As well as using an individuals name in documentation rather than labels such as wife, husband or pati…

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@LGBTQIAOTUK Educating myself on LGBTQIA+ terminology and common concerns in the community. I want to do more though! My clientele is statistically more
LGBTQIA+ than the general population #otalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 Hi #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
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I know. I agree lots of progress and I think should also be some pride in having achieved this. Well done to all involved @LGBTQIAOTUK and @theRCOT for making this
happen. #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@jwot77 @OT_Jim @sherlynmelody @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK I think my go to group greeting is “hey everyone” #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK Trying to promote the use of pronouns within the RCOT region I am on #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@sherlynmelody @jwot77 @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk I once very naively asked a group of teenagers what they wanted to be referred to/by… not a single
answer was safe to use, we had a lot of fun unpicking the route of the words and the connotations

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
There are occupational therapists in the UK who are exploring the needs of older LGBTQIA+ people who have dementia #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@JasminLaffy @jwot77 @sherlynmelody @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk https://t.co/HTZ0ga3PUm

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
Can I just say how proud, but also slightly annoyed, I am at how well everybody is remembering to use the hashtag tonight! Making it a easy first support for
@PaulWilkinson94 (  #Otalk https://t.co/ggVRE4kHag

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
❤ / ;  #StrongerTogether #LGBTQIAOT @LGBTQIAOTUK

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@JasminLaffy A lot of people recommend this resource from AOTI: AOTI LGBT+ Awareness and Good Practice Guidelines for Occupational Therapists #OTalk
https://t.co/XVmMPfnyBw

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@SamOTantha @sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk factoring sexuality for older people! *confession time* I work with older people 65+ never addressed sexuality at all!
Dynamics normally Barbara and John married for 65 years kids etc Never met same sex older couple. Or 65+ transgender (who has disclosed)

Carolina C /  @colourful_ot
@LGBTQIAOTUK In my previous role in a secondary school we were discussing as a therapy team how to help teachers adapt RSE lessons - I signposted the school to
this @changepeople_ resource so that LGBT students with learning disabilities weren't left out #OTalk https://t.co/yjIfHjWBBL #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LGBTQIAOTUK Can’t wait to read this! Have come across a few great articles already, when I’m next on my laptop I’ll have to cite them here. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OT_rach @PaulWilkinson94 Well done everyone! < < #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
@OT_Jim @jwot77 @sherlynmelody @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK Flashback to my childhood right there #otalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
There are many organisations who provide LGBTQIA+ awareness sessions - check locally first #OTalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK When you think about it, everyone is they unless they tell you otherwise. By making assumptions based on what can be seen or a person's
name, we're uhm, making assumptions, and that's something we're not supposed to do.....#OTalk

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @JasminLaffy A lot of people recommend this resource from AOTI: AOTI LGBT+ Awareness and Good Practice Guidelines for Occu…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK No it isn’t. You have to constantly reevaluate your delivery and privilege #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I have worked in places where I haven’t felt comfortable share details of my personal life and didn’t realise how unhealthy this was until I switched jobs
recently and made a decision to be more ‘out’ #Otalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
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RT @OT_Jim: @sherlynmelody @jwot77 @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk I once very naively asked a group of teenagers what they wanted to be re…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
RT @jwot77: @OT_Jim @LGBTQIAOTUK When you think about it, everyone is they unless they tell you otherwise. By making assumptions based on w…

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
RT @OTalk_: Question 3 #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
#OTalk a great point, so arguably we shouldn’t be documenting gendered language unless they tell us their pronouns? @jwot77

Carolina C /  @colourful_ot
@JasminLaffy @jwot77 @OT_Jim @sherlynmelody @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK Same, I use that a lot in emails #OTalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@LGBTQIAOTUK I came out on Twitter and Fcaebook! Since then I've had a LOT of messages from people saying that they felt that they had to hide but seeing me do it
so publically opened the door to them too. Several have said they felt `seen' for the first time ever. #authenticity #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@LGBTQIAOTUK In my work context I'm much more likely to integrate LGBTQIA+ topics in my teaching content and to introduce it into discussions. I'd already changed
my bio/email signature to include pronouns. I'm hoping this helps with visibility, awareness, validation & belonging. #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@sherlynmelody @sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK I think it’s easy to get caught in heteronormative ideas and unconscious bias without considering that peoples identities
are not always visible and sometimes people may not feel comfortable disclosing. #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Thank you everyone for your contributions - but I want more from you; Q4: What actions will you take forwards to make your workplace more inclusive with respect to
gender and sexuality? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Another NEWSFLASH... Only 10 minutes of tonights #OTalk left, have you said everything you wanted to? It's not to late.. https://t.co/IZVYiSgv4C

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@JasminLaffy @OT_Jim @jwot77 @SamOTantha @LGBTQIAOTUK Yeah in assembly. Good afternoon evereebodeee! Not quite sure why we extended to y’s ) (
#Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4 #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Found some !! This is @ot_rach don’t forget that hashtag I. All your tweets @sue_kot if you don’t put it in it will not make the transcript of the chat!! #otalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OT_Jim I guess so. So everyone is they unless they say otherwise. Not everyone knows or wants to share pronouns either so they is inclusive for all? #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK I support people to learn about building healthy relationships but resources have historically covered straight relationships and now that’s not the case
4 . #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#otalk (@ot_rach) again

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@musedNeuroOT says he didn't realise he hadn't put 'gay' in his Twitter profile for a long time #OTalk

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK Talk to our tutors about improving (read: including any at all) LGBTQIA+ education on our course =  #Otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk I think I’m going to have a review of our documentation policy, looking at the gendered language used and seeing if there is a more inclusive
approach

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
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RT @jwot77: @OT_Jim I guess so. So everyone is they unless they say otherwise. Not everyone knows or wants to share pronouns either so they…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
@OTalk_ @sue_kot Don’t worry @OTalk_ they are easy to miss check out mentions! #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@jwot77 #OTalk definitely something I want to explore

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
Really useful resources..

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK @EDIWDerbyUni @DerbyOT @hspenceruk We have undeniably benefited from their input to us, but equally we have other helpful voices
from @EDIWDerbyUni who have also inputted positively into our visible commitment. #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LGBTQIAOTUK Being inclusive, affirming, open to dialogue and I think that’s the biggest thing to be educated by others and accepting it as education not a criticism.
#OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Really important to realise not to force people to be out to provide opportunity if someone wishes to in different contexts and at different times - this was a discussion on
the use of pronouns on student name badges #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@sue_kot @colourful_ot @LGBTQIAOTUK @changepeople_ #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Same here. A very emotional moment. Thank you @theRCOT for making it publicly available too. #  #OTalk ⬇  https://t.co/4l3BUCZWK7

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK To keep being ally. These conversations are happening regularly at work and I’ve no doubt they’ll be a conversation about tonight’s #OTalk seen as
I’ve seen a work colleagues also on tonight. I will keep updating my learning to be the best role model I can be.

katy @katysimpsonOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK One of my first jobs was supporting people who were transgender - this was 20 years ago - before YouTube and other internet resources where
available. I used my OT skills to support people to build functional skills that were important to them #OTalk

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
@LGBTQIAOTUK Lead by example - being visible as authentic self, including pronouns anywhere I introduce myself. Creating safe spaces for others to identify
authentically, and actively valuing people, experiences and contributions. Challenging when this doesn’t happen #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
So... has anyone been disruptive or have we all been nice and polite about change? The first Pride was a riot https://t.co/F9xz4I2ChR #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@jwot77 There was a time when the Forces exclusively used He as the pronoun of “power” in all military language, but now they are using They as the start point. That is
huge #OTalk

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
Really important point from @LGBTQIAOTUK and use of pronouns

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT @OTnews @hspenceruk I’ve also just been reminded of @75rebecca’s article in @BJOTeditor SWENSON, R., ALLDRED, P. and
NICHOLLS, N. (2021) Doing Gender and Being Gendered Through Occupation: Transgender and Non Binary Experiences, BJOT, 10.1177/03080226211034422 

Eva Eastman (she/her) /  @EvaEastmanOT
RT @GeekyOT: Same here. A very emotional moment. Thank you @theRCOT for making it publicly available too. #  #OTalk ⬇  https://t.co/4l3BUC…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
#OTalk looks like all of us in education need to be contacting @sue_kot

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OT_Jim That is massive! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
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#OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
Amazing job to both @musedNeuroOT on the @LGBTQIAOTUK account for hosting and to @PaulWilkinson94 on @OTalk_ account for supporting for the first time
tonight, #OTALK https://t.co/6tFAJAp3wy

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
Round of applause! And good night from me! #otalk https://t.co/nfXoNfGW2K

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @katysimpsonOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK One of my first jobs was supporting people who were transgender - this was 20 years ago - before YouTube an…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk in a CPA meeting, I argued with the Registered Clinician that they weren’t recognising a persons pronoun and were being offensive. It was
important to them and surprisingly for me too

#OTalk @OTalk_
9pm that's our official #OTalk hour up everyone. However please do keep chatting away as we don't grab the chat transcript until Thursdays. Can we all thank our host
@LGBTQIAOTUK for a great chat tonight!. https://t.co/iN8XxAHbR1

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: So... has anyone been disruptive or have we all been nice and polite about change? The first Pride was a riot https://t.co…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OT_rach @musedNeuroOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 @OTalk_ Massive thank you to @musedNeuroOT for representing @LGBTQIAOTUK on the
account tonight! #OTalk

Carolina C /  @colourful_ot
@LGBTQIAOTUK I think right now the most disruptive thing we can do in terms of LGBT rights is push back on systemic transphobia (e.g. in the EHRC) - I think a lot of
people are still worried about putting their head over the parapet when it comes to trans rights #OTalk https://t.co/thT1uUJmf9

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach Goodnight Pet ?  #Otalk @

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@OT_Jim Thank you, Jim #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner #  @OT_rach
#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Don’t forget participating and/or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Remember @TheHCPC are interested in your learning so why not complete one of
our reflective log to help evidence your learning. https://t.co/HSHHvoXQpl https://t.co/DBxqWEKXiU

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@SamOTantha @sherlynmelody @sue_kot @LGBTQIAOTUK For sure. Pronouns should ALWAYS be optional. If we're comfortable sharing, great. If not, no biggie.
Each to their own. By sharing pronouns it can offer someone a safe space to share theirs if they choose to. #OTalk

JasminOT ⓥ @JasminLaffy
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
#OTalk from a learning/teaching perspective - something as simple as introducing a case study with name and pronouns, including LGBTQIA+ people and stories in
resources used to support learning and to promote discussion

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thanks everyone this is @PaulWilkinson94 signing off from #OTalk now. Take care everyone. https://t.co/gSTbKRASVh

Becs-Lou (she/her) @becs_lou
@LGBTQIAOTUK “No change ever came from staying quiet” #OTalk
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Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@OTalk_ @PaulWilkinson94 Thank you for a great chat #otalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@LGBTQIAOTUK I haven't needed to be too disruptive (yet) but I'm willing to disrupt if need be A #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Thank you everyone for joing us. My final thought: improving services for LGBTQIA+ people is about me having access to safe services, and for some of my closest
friends and my family (who are too afraid to be out to the whole family). This is why it is important to me #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OTalk_ @LGBTQIAOTUK And well done @PaulWilkinson94 for supporting #OTalk tonight <  < .... And breathe $

Sherlyn % ⭐ (she/her) @sherlynmelody
@LGBTQIAOTUK #otalk thank you for tonight.

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @colourful_ot: @LGBTQIAOTUK I think right now the most disruptive thing we can do in terms of LGBT rights is push back on systemic trans…

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@LGBTQIAOTUK Thank you for everything you are all doing to make the world a better, and safer place, for those in the LGBTQIA+ communities. This has been
awesome, thank you. <  #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Remember being political is an occupational therapy intervention - it is changing the social and cultural environment for users of our services #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LGBTQIAOTUK I’ve ❤  tonight’s chat, which has made me a bit emotional, thinking about the courage & strength it took my mum to be her authentic self, its impacted
all occupations, still does. I’m proud she has the backing of such a wonderful and inclusive community #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OT_rach @musedNeuroOT @LGBTQIAOTUK @PaulWilkinson94 @OTalk_ Thankyou all! / / ; ; ;  #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LGBTQIAOTUK Thank you for a great talk! So much for me lurking! #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Question 1 #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@colourful_ot @LGBTQIAOTUK ❤  and also considering access to occupations many couples not having equitable access to fertility treatment to enable them to take
on a desired occupation such as parenthood #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you. First Question: What did you find from the pre-chat challenge? What is your reaction to this (and did you carry…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Question 2 #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Let's move on to Q2: How do you feel you provide colleagues and clients with safe spaces to live authentically? Are there…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Question 3 #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Please keep sharing but here is Q3: What actions have you taken to improve the lives and experiences of LGBTQIA+ populatio…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Question 4 #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
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RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you everyone for your contributions - but I want more from you; Q4: What actions will you take forwards to make your…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: 9pm that's our official #OTalk hour up everyone. However please do keep chatting away as we don't grab the chat transcript unti…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Remember being political is an occupational therapy intervention - it is changing the social and cultural environment for…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you everyone for joing us. My final thought: improving services for LGBTQIA+ people is about me having access to saf…

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
@LGBTQIAOTUK 100% the personal is still political..I still don’t understand why @theRCOT doesn’t incorporate anti oppressive practice into its Code of Ethics 

Sue Kenney @sue_kot
@OTalk_ @PaulWilkinson94 Brilliant. Thank you! : 7 @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

Dr Paul Gilluley:  @DrGilluley
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LGBTQIAOTUK Yes I am always trying to be conscientious when discussing occupations in general to and not gendering them such as chestfeeding also partner when
discussing roles etc #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Something we can all feedback on #OTalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
Fab job @PaulWilkinson94 C  #OTalk

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley D E F G  @kirstyes
RT @GeekyOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK It blows me away that a year ago, @LGBTQIAOTUK didn’t exist, and we didn’t have our monthly Connect meetings or a…

Laura O (she/her) @OT_LauraO_ACS
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you everyone for joing us. My final thought: improving services for LGBTQIA+ people is about me having access to saf…

BHRUT NHS H  (✋ ✋ ✋  we stand together) @BHRUT_NHS
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

OT History Matters @HistoryOt
@katysimpsonOT @LGBTQIAOTUK Trailblazer. Our #OccupationalTherapy core skills are so transferable #OTalk

OT History Matters @HistoryOt
#OTalk Another trailblazer- Janet L Weinberg an occupational therapist and LGBTQ activist. See https://t.co/cihtfwgpcS

Smithpeteralb71 ❤❤ @Smithpeteralb72
@BHR_LGBT

Scott1984FP @Scott1984FP
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

KeepingWellNEL @KeepingWellNEL
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

Dr Liz AndrewD  @lizpsychology
RT @RobW_OT: Small things like wearing a rainbow lanyard or badge can seem trite but a recent staff story showed the impact it can have on…

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you everyone for joing us. My final thought: improving services for LGBTQIA+ people is about me having access to saf…
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Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
RT @OT_LauraO_ACS: There’s nowhere near as much content as I would hope to see on @theRCOT website and mostly specific to pride/history mon…

@OTMoyra. @moyrapugh
Desperately need a survey on why such low membership amongst OTs. Representation. Numbers who read the journal? Why physios have larger membership? Why
OTs do and don’t join? Anecdotally insurance only?

OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Please keep sharing but here is Q3: What actions have you taken to improve the lives and experiences of LGBTQIA+ populatio…

OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you everyone for your contributions - but I want more from you; Q4: What actions will you take forwards to make your…

Jess Blake Occupational Therapist #  @JessBlakeOT
RT @OT_LauraO_ACS: There’s nowhere near as much content as I would hope to see on @theRCOT website and mostly specific to pride/history mon…

Wendy Foo @wendy_foo_
RT @OT_LauraO_ACS: There’s nowhere near as much content as I would hope to see on @theRCOT website and mostly specific to pride/history mon…

OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Let's move on to Q2: How do you feel you provide colleagues and clients with safe spaces to live authentically? Are there…

SueH.(ret'd-ish)L  M N  @Sue_T2O
#OTalk looks like I felt strongly enough to contribute from both @Retired_AHPs and @Sue_T2O https://t.co/RksEy09WQ3

Stuart McCaighy @StuartMcCaighy
RT @GeekyOT: Never underestimate the power of visibility. Before I joined @BHRUT_NHS, I saw their very active @BHR_LGBT Twitter account. Wh…

ElspethOT @Els_OT
Occupational therapists working with people with learning disabilities- this will be interesting @RCOT_PLD @dllemorgan78 @Daniels8Rach

K-OT (she, her) D  @kalessandram
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

Jo OT D  @LDOTJo
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

Louie Howie @Louie_Howie
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Let's move on to Q2: How do you feel you provide colleagues and clients with safe spaces to live authentically? Are there…

Dawn Drury @DDawnOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: So, lecturers and practice educators... do you allow students to use 'they/them' in assignments and clinical notes where p…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OT_LauraO_ACS @LGBTQIAOTUK Sorry I missed #OTalk this week I am gonna try to make time to scoot through the conversations

RCOT_PLD @RCOT_PLD
Looking forward to #OTalk next week! #learningdisabilities #OT

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
I've been thinking about last night's #OTalk. I said "when you think about it, everyone is they unless they tell you otherwise. By making assumptions based on what can
be seen or a person's name, we're uhm, making assumptions, and that's something we're not supposed to do" 1/4

Kelly Southway @KellySouthway
RT @RobW_OT: Small things like wearing a rainbow lanyard or badge can seem trite but a recent staff story showed the impact it can have on…

lisa fabb @fabblisa
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RT @RobW_OT: Small things like wearing a rainbow lanyard or badge can seem trite but a recent staff story showed the impact it can have on…

Dr Clare Taylor @ClareTaylorBU
RT @colourful_ot: @LGBTQIAOTUK I'm always recommending @AOTInews's LGBT best practice guidance to people but not sure if @theRCOT have an e…

Phil King @philking53
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

Rebecca Carr @BexCarrOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

Kelly M @OTontheTracks
RT @OTalk_: Thanks everyone this is @PaulWilkinson94 signing off from #OTalk now. Take care everyone. https://t.co/gSTbKRASVh

Kelly M @OTontheTracks
Just catching up on last nights #OTalk. Great job supporting the chat @PaulWilkinson94! O

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Let's move on to Q2: How do you feel you provide colleagues and clients with safe spaces to live authentically? Are there…

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Thank you everyone for your contributions - but I want more from you; Q4: What actions will you take forwards to make your…

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Please keep sharing but here is Q3: What actions have you taken to improve the lives and experiences of LGBTQIA+ populatio…

Clare McShane @McStudentOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 22nd Feb 2022 – Access to mainstream services for adults with learning disabilities https://t.co/a8oxTsEKfl

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
We can't over-emphasise the importance of all healthcare professionals expanding knowledge & understanding of trans folks' experiences & ensuring practice in all
settings is genuinely trans inclusive #TransHealthcare #OTalk @theRCOT @BAMEOTUK @AbleOTUK https://t.co/qghLVRPzdq

Niko (they/he) @niko_physio
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: We can't over-emphasise the importance of all healthcare professionals expanding knowledge & understanding of trans folks'…

AbleOTUK @AbleOTUK
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: We can't over-emphasise the importance of all healthcare professionals expanding knowledge & understanding of trans folks'…

British Journal of Occupational Therapy @BJOTeditor
RT @GeekyOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT @OTnews @hspenceruk I’ve also just been reminded of @75rebecca’s article in @BJOTeditor SWENSON, R., A…

BAMEOTUK @BAMEOTUK
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: We can't over-emphasise the importance of all healthcare professionals expanding knowledge & understanding of trans folks'…

Dawn Drury @DDawnOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: We can't over-emphasise the importance of all healthcare professionals expanding knowledge & understanding of trans folks'…

Rae Lloyd @RaeLloydMassage
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: We can't over-emphasise the importance of all healthcare professionals expanding knowledge & understanding of trans folks'…
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